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PARK EXTENSION + 
HOUSING

URBAN GREENING

Create superblocks to 
distribute traffic

Current situation with majority 
of single housing

“Leefstraat” - Biekorfstraat, Ghent

Greening courtyards - Acaciapark, Ghent

Current situation with majority 
of single housing and no public 
space

Eliminate the car parking of the 
courtyards and create gardens

Transform the area into public 
grounds and add trees

Create green ground as a base 
for the future transformation

Provide “leefstraten” and green 
it up 

Combine the housing with 
urban gardening

Add diverse vegetation and 
eliminate single housing

Create green corridors and 
new higher buildings to 
mantain density
 

New higher buildings to 
maintain density
 

Re-distribute the use of the 
grounds and densify with new 
constructions
 

Development of the climate axis trough a mosaic strategy
Connect with surrounding green axes 
Introduce a straight sustainable mobility axis with connection to different cities 

CORE IDEAS FOR THE DESIGN PROJECT

CONTEXT AND LARGER MOBILITY CONNECTIONS

URBAN FABRIC STRATEGIES

DESIGN 
PRINCIPLES

Structural rules for 
the gradual urban 
transformation to 
the future

Current situation: open courtyard
The traffic mobility is flexible thanks to the double directional streets. Creating 
a superblock out of four blocks will not create any traffic issues. Inner streets 
will be reserved for bike and pedestrian mobility. 

Introduce “leefstraten” to facilitate the community interaction. This will help 
easily to transform the mentality of the local inhabitans  and will allow them to 
perform more freely within their city.

Take opportunities to green up courtyards and streets. Gradually remove 
inner infrastructures and older houses to create public green connections 
inbetween the blocks.

Create a sequence of public green spaces with introduction of  five floor 
apartments to keep up density. Use a mixed vegetation to ensure fauna 
and flora diversity. Constitute ponds with the grey water of the housing. All 
together will help to re-direct the wind flows and cool them down to lower 
the heat island effect.
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